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“Classical music is the kind we
keep thinking will turn into a
tune.”
~Kin Hubbard

Color in the
crayon,
you zombies!

Damn, I Really Need Peanut Butter

Ask Katie Sheets
By Katie Sheets ~ Daily Bull

By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

Hey Kids! Are you freakin’ hungry!? If your
in college than the answer is YES! Well
have I got a product for you! It’s called
peanut butter! What, no ramen you say?
That’s right. Unless you have peanut butter flavored ramen in your room (you sick
bastard), you have got to get this stellar
product, in bulk!
Peanut butter is nice in that it is peanuts
in its most convenient form. Shelled
nuts are annoying,
and packaged nuts
are not cool to be
seen hanging out
with unless your that
same obnoxious fat
guy in every section
of every baseball
game. It’s good
to buy peanut butter too, as making it
yourself takes heat, power, and a whole
ton of crazy.

no one disrespects the nut.

Dear Katie Sheets,

Scientists also appreciate what goes
into the art of spreading peanut butter
on bread. Contrary to popular belief,
George Washington Carver did not
invent peanut butter (sorry minorities),
but plenty of old farts did develop new
ways to produce it and even come up
with new techniques on spreading it.
The top scientists
and engineers at the
University of Georgia developed a
machine that presses and “prints out”
sheets of peanut
butter and perfectly
applies that sheet
onto the bread.
Now, if you ask me,
they know how to put lab fees to good
use! Screw that cure for the common
cold, my bread does not have an even
distribution of peanut butter, damnit!
Researchers at Cambridge University have
discovered that with enough heat and
pressure, peanut butter can be turned
into a diamond! Bubba, break out the
pressure cooker! We got more than
chicken to cook tonight!

My boyfriend really likes how Asian
girls look. He wants me to get plastic surgery so I resemble an Asian.
What would you do in a situation
like this?

People take their peanutty goodness
very seriously. If your peanut butter is
not 90% peanuts, it is legally not peanut
butter under United States Federal law
and thus must be called peanut spread.
Even Congress knows that no one messes
with the delicious nut paste. Artificial
flavors, colors, and preservatives are also Peanut butter comes in many shapes
...see Damn! on back
banished from peanut butter, making sure

You know something is wrong with your school
when your sophomore-level class is
harder than your graduate-level class...

Sincerely,
Very American-Looking
Dear Very American-Looking,
I have wanted to get plastic surgery
to look like an Asian for a really long
time!! I used to go to a Chinese food
restaurant a lot. I loved it there. In
fact, I loved it so much that I decided
that I wanted to start my own Chinese restaurant. I wanted to call it
“Jimmy Buffet.” The only problem
with this was rather blatantly obvious
– I do not look like an Asian. I decided that I would get plastic surgery
so I looked like an old Asian woman.
I wanted to be the hostess of the
restaurant because then I could say

things like, “Welcome to Jimmy Buffet! Whatchoo wan to drint?” Upon
telling my best friend about this idea,
she immediately wanted to be part
of Jimmy Buffet. The only problem
was she was more of a behind the
scenes kind of person, and she was
deathly afraid of plastic surgery. In
order to solve this dilemma we decided that she would be the cook!
That solved everything except for
one tiny detail... she could barely
make macaroni, let alone Chinese
food. After many hours of racking
our brains for a solution we finally
came up with a brilliant idea: she
could simply microwave storebought egg rolls! (We just wouldn’t
tell the customers that they were
store bought.) Unfortunately, this
meant the only thing on our menu
would be egg rolls. We decided
that that wasn’t really important
because every restaurant has it’s
‘special thing.’ Our ‘special thing’
would just have to be microwaved
...see Advice on back

...Damn! from front

and forms; those forms are creamy
and crunchy. The difference between
these warrants its own novel, but
hands down crunchy sucks. Anyone
who thinks otherwise should choke
on their peanutty bits. But with hardly
any categories of peanut butter, how
does one decide on which one to
buy? That’s easy – brand names! Jif
is good and easy to say. Peter Pan
is good too, but a slogan like “Picky
people pick Peter Pan peanut butter,
it’s the peanut butter picky people
pick” deserves immediate crucifixion
of all employees.

battle they could never win, no matter
how many TIE fighters you send in they
will never defeat the Death Star. Of
course in case of human error and your
sealing fails, then congratulations! You
are now the Father of Planter’s newest mascot! Just be sure that when
all is said and done you wash up, or
your next trip to the john is going to
feel like you just got back from a Dave
Matthews Band concert.

Peanut butter has been cherished for
centuries. Spreading it over bread is
treated as an art, and that lucky connoisseur who spreads an even coat
over every millimeter of bread surface
The nut-based spread of the gods feels like conquering Finland. So don’t
could also be used as a cock-block mess with it, or you’ll have to deal with
for those special nights where your the Federal Government.
good friend Mr. Trojan is no where to
be found. No not that kind of cock...Advice from front
block, the literal kind! Peanut butter
makes a wonderful condom, just take store-bought egg rolls.
a dab, spread, and allow time to dry.
If you use organic peanut butter you Love,
can even get away with saying you’re, Katie Sheets
“all natural, baby!” Spare your troops a
Dear Katie Sheets,
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It was my birthday today and my best
friend didn’t say anything about it. I
think she forgot. How can I subtlety let
her know that I would love a “Happy
Birthday” from her?
Sincerely,
Forgotten
Dear Forgotten,
Oh man. Happy Birthday?? I am a
sucky friend.
Love,
Katie Sheets
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